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ABSTRACT
Molecular biologists seek to explain why similar proteins
bind different molecular partners. The visual examination
and comparison of binding cavities in protein structures can
reveal information about the molecular partners that bind
to a protein. Similarities can reveal regions that accommo-
date similar molecular fragments, while differences in bind-
ing preferences can arise from regions where binding sites dif-
fer. By comparing the binding cavities of multiple proteins,
further information about the specificity of each protein can
be discovered. But the visual examination of protein struc-
ture is a difficult cognitive task that requires persistence and
quantitative precision. Software supports these efforts, but
software for analyzing structure is difficult to use for inves-
tigators without computational backgrounds. By enabling
non-computational users to better use analytical software,
we hope to support progress in structural biology. Below,
we present LeapRenderer, a 3-dimensional gesture-driven in-
terface for visualizing protein surface models controlled pri-
marily by the Leap Motion Controller. LeapRenderer serves
exploration and classification functions. It allows researchers
to explore the protein structures by manipulating 3-D ren-
derings via rotation and scaling. It also aids researchers
in categorizing similar proteins into groups by providing a
simple interface for comparing and sorting protein surfaces.
These capabilities thereby support the discovery and classi-
fication of protein binding sites.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Examining protein structures is useful when trying to ex-

amine the biochemical mechanisms of proteins. Well-used
programs exist for rendering protein structures, such as Py-
Mol [2], GRASP [6], and Chimera [7], but the interfaces for
interacting with these visualization tools can be encumbered
with complex rendering options and analyses. To examine
the possibility of simplifying these interfaces, this paper con-
siders gesture controls to provide a more intuitive user ex-
perience.

The visual manipulation of three dimensional objects ren-
dered on a screen through gesture-based interfaces has a long
history. Recent applications of gesture-based technologies
focus on interactions with virtual objects, such as radiology
images [10] or volumetric objects [3]. Other applications fo-
cus on interaction realism vial two handed interaction [8]
or proprioception [5]. To recognize user gestures, a range
of fundamental tools have been developed for camera based
recognition [4], using boundary extraction [1], depth images
[9], and principal components [13].

This paper uses consumer gesture-recognition technology
in our software, LeapRenderer, to assess how effectively a
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gesture-based system can simplify two specific cognitive chal-
lenges:

• Exploration: The visual examination of multiple pro-
tein binding cavities, both individually and superposed.

• Classification: LeapRenderer supports user efforts to
classify binding cavities into groups based on visual
similarity.

Classification is a novel capability not supported in exist-
ing visualization tools that is made possible with the Leap-
Renderer interface. Because cavities exhibit complex three
dimensional shapes that can be similar or vary in subtle
ways, this function will ultimately support studies in struc-
tural biology that may reveal how protein function is achieved.

2. SOFTWARE DESIGN
LeapRenderer is built on top of three technologies:

• surfRenderer: surfRenderer is an application for ren-
dering 3-dimensional models of protein surfaces. Leap-
Renderer uses surfRenderer to load and draw protein
surface models and manipulate some aspects of the sur-
faces’ appearances such as their levels of transparency.
surfRenderer functions by parsing “.SURF” files which
contain sets of points that define triangles to be drawn
by OpenGL as well as some additional information
about the appearance of protein surface models (e.g.
color).

• Leap Motion Controller: The Leap Motion Con-
troller [11] is an inexpensive device for tracking hands,
fingers, and pen-like objects in 3-dimensional space.
LeapRenderer uses the Leap Motion Controller to cap-
ture gestures which are then used to manipulate the
protein surface models. The Leap Motion Controller
provides three types of spatial information: the loca-
tion of fingers, hands, and pen-like objects in euclidean
space, motion vectors for individual fingers and pen-
like objects, and spherical representations of hand cur-
vature.

• $1 Unistroke Recognizer [12]: The $1 Unistroke
Recognizer is an algorithm for recognizing 2-dimensional
single-stroke gestures. Once 3-dimensional informa-
tion about finger positions is captured by the Leap Mo-
tion Controller, LeapRenderer projects it into two di-
mensions and passes it to the $1 Unistroke Recognizer.
Based on the path of the collected points, the recog-
nizer makes a decision about whether or not a known
gesture has been mimed and if so, makes a prediction
about the identity of the gesture. The $1 Unistroke
Recognizer provides a set of twelve built-in gestures,
including triangles, check-marks, zig-zags, arrows, and
more.

3. IMPLEMENTATION
A screenshot of the initial version of LeapRenderer can

be seen in Fig. 1. LeapRenderer takes a “two-surface” ap-
proach to comparing proteins. If one wants to compare an
unknown protein with a set of known, related proteins, there
are multiple approaches to accomplishing this. One way is
to load the unknown protein and all proteins in the known
set to get a general idea of whether or not the unknown pro-
tein belongs in the set. However, this presents two major
problems. First, it is difficult to know how to compare an

individual protein surface to many other protein surfaces at
the same time; there’s simply too much spatial information
being presented. Second, 3-D rendering can be computation-
ally expensive. The more surfaces displayed, the greater the
computational burden. In order to avoid these two issues,
we only load the unknown surface and one of the surfaces
in the known surface set at a time. We then provide simple
methods for switching which surface from the set of known
proteins is displayed. This design allows the unknown pro-
tein surface to be compared to every protein surface in the
set of known proteins without exposing the user to too much
information at once, while limiting rendering time.

Figure 1: The LeapRenderer GUI
The second major design choice we faced was deciding

how many and which gestures to recognize. The prototype
version of LeapRenderer makes use of eight general classes
of gestures. These include gestures able to be directly rec-
ognized by the Leap Motion Controller and gestures rec-
ognized by the $1 Unistroke Recognizer. The Leap Motion
Controller is able to detect translation, swiping, and circling
with a finger. The gestures recognized by the $1 Unistroke
Recognizer include arrow, loop, checkmark, rectangle, and
caret gestures. Every gesture also has an equivalent mouse
or keyboard action in case the Leap Motion Controller is not
present or unstable.

Translation CircleSwiping

Figure 2: Gestures recognized by LeapRenderer
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3.1 Exploration
The user loads cavities through keyboard interactions with

LeapRenderer. LeapRenderer has three modes of operation:
classification mode, rotation mode, and scaling mode. The
default mode is classification mode. When a protein surface
is loaded, a user can draw an arrow to switch modes. In
rotation mode, horizontal gestures over the controller rotate
the cavity, as if rolling a ball on a flat surface. In translation
mode, vertical motions cause the binding cavity to zoom in
and out. Lastly, LeapRenderer has a gesture for making
surfaces transparent, which permits differences between two
surfaces to be better examined.

3.2 Classification
A novel capability of LeapRender is to permit the user

to manually categorize protein binding cavities into groups.
Cavities loaded by the user are first deposited into a sin-
gle group, and through inspection, the user can recategorize
the cavities into different groups as needed. Group contents
can then be saved and later loaded into special “.SURFSET”
files, which simply record the contents of each group for later
work. A structural biologist using such a tool might be ex-
amining a series of protein structure models, and deciding
which models have an inactivating obstruction in the binding
cavity. Moving cavities between categories during compari-
son enables the user to ensure that their visual comparisons
result in correct classifications.

4. RESULTS
We focused on addressing four performance requirements:

• Gesture recognition should be stable, i.e. the software
should have an acceptable accuracy rate for recogniz-
ing gestures.

• Gesture recognition should be real time, i.e. there should
be minimal delay between when a gesture is made and
when the software recognizes the gesture.

• The interface should be intuitive.
• Rendering of protein surface models should be fast.

In order to test gesture stability, we ran experiments where
we performed each gesture thirty times in a controlled envi-
ronment and for each gesture, we made note of the gesture
being performed and the recognition result. The accuracy
rates for each gesture are in Table 3. The average accuracy
was fairly good at 82.9%. However, some gestures were bet-
ter than others. The gestures built into the Leap Motion
Controller had higher accuracy rates than those recognized
by the $1 Unistroke Recognizer. The recognition rates for
the loop and caret gestures were lower than the others with
accuracy rates in the seventies.

Some gestures were confused often with others as seen in
the confusion matrix shown in Fig. 4. Swiping was some-
times confused with checkmarks. Carets were occasionally
confused with arrows and checkmarks. Loops tended to be
confused with checkmarks and rectangles. Lastly, Rectan-
gles were sometimes confused with loops.

As we were programming gestures, we ensured that they
were recognized in real-time or near real-time. We did not
test the intuitiveness of the interface, but have planned ex-
periments to test this in the near future.

We also needed to ensure that the protein surfaces were
capable of being rendered in near real-time. We conducted

Gesture Accuracy
Swipe 0.833

Circle: 1 Pointer 0.933
Circle: 2 Pointers 0.933

Arrow 0.833
Caret 0.733

Checkmark 0.833
Loop 0.700

Rectangle 0.833
Average 0.829

Figure 3: Accuracy rates for gestures

Figure 4: Some gestures were occasionally confused
with others, but acceptable recognition was achieved
overall.

Figure 5: Rendering time for simple surfaces

an experiment to test this. We timed how long it took to
render individual surfaces models for 35 proteins. Ten of
these surfaces were complex, having over 100,000 component
triangles. Twenty five surfaces were simple, having less than
10,000 component triangles. The results of the experiment
are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. In every instance, the rendering
took fractions of a second, and the rendering time appeared
to grow linearly with the number of triangles. This means
the rendering of protein surface models scales fairly nicely.
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Figure 6: Rendering time for complex surfaces

5. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
We showed that it is possible to create a gesture-driven

interface for exploring and classifying protein surface mod-
els. We showed that such a system can run in real-time
while being able to recognize gestures fairly stably. This
shows that the Leap Motion Controller can be used for seri-
ous applications. Next, we will investigate how to make the
application more intuitive, and eventually, we hope to prove
that our gesture-driven interface is intuitive. If we are capa-
ble of achieving this goal, we hope to release the software to
the scientific community and aid researchers in identifying
the structure and functionality of proteins.

Figure 7: Interface layout based on initial mind
mapping studies.

To improve the current user interface and experience, we
are applying a psychological and a graphic approach known
as a mind map. A mind map is a diagrammatic representa-
tion of information that has become widely used for the sim-
plification of software interface designs. After a first round
of individual interviews with 10 students, a draft mind map
has been created. The interface layout, sketched in Figure
7, reflects content sought by users that is presented in the
order in which they seek this information. The top area is
designed to provide visual information to the user and the
bottom section is used to give feedback on the user’s ges-
ture and result of the comparison. Larger scale studies are
planned for future work.
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